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ContractSalePulpwood 190 cut About 4000 cords

Construction

The appellant sold to the respondent certain quantity of pulpwood

described as follows All our rough pulpwood now hauled and being

hauled 1920 cut about four thousand cords 4000 cords

Held Idington dissenting that in the circumstances of this case the sub

ject matter of the sale was the entire cut of 1920 the words about

4000 cords being mere words of estimate as to quantity

Judgment of the Court of Kings Bench Q.R 34 K.B 565 reversed

Idington dissenting

APPEAL from the decision of the Court of Kings Bench

Appeal Side province of Quebec affirming the judg
ment of the Superior Court and dismissing the appel

lants action

PEZSENT4dington Duff Mignault and Malouin JJ and Maclean

ad hoc

Q.R 34 K.B 565
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The appellants action was brought against the respond-

ent company upon an agreement for the sale of pulpwood VDi
the terms of which were contained in letter by the appel-

lant dated December 23 1920 confirming verbal under- LAuwiI
standing as follows We beg to confirm sale of all our

rough pulpwood now hauled and being hauled 1920 cut

about four thousand cords 4000 cords The

appellant contends that under the contract the respond

ent was obliged to take the whole of its 1920 cut of rough

pulpwood and claims $10342.03 as the balance due The

respondent refused to accept and pay for more than 4400

cords adding to the 4000 cords specified in the contract

the usual ten percentage

Lafleur K.C and Lan glais K.G for the appellant

St Laurent K.C for the respondent

IDINGT0N dissenting.The appellant is lumber

company operating timber limits in the county of Mont

magny in the province of Quebec and makes pulpwood

thereon

The respondent is pulp and paper company in that

business at GrandMŁre and in course thereof using pulp

wood as its raw material

In the years 1918 and 1919 respectively the respondents

had by verbal contract in each of said years bought rough

pulpwood from appellant

The verbal contract for the first of said years was based

on an estimate of 600 to 700 cords but it turned out appel

lant was able to produce by including purchases from small

farmers in the district and supply respondent therewith

1162 cords

And for the next year the verbal contract was based on

an estimate of 2500 cords but it turned out that by in

cluding not only its own product but that got from farm

ers as in the previous year it was able to turn over to re

spondent 3121 cords

When the time came for dealing with the product 1920-

21 verbal discussion took place between the respective

managers of appellant and respondent at some meeting in

Quebec and something was said about the possibility of

4000 cords being supplied at same price as previous years

77O31-4
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There was nothing definite reached and as the price was
VAN DYKE

likely to go down the respondents manager had issued

orders that no new contracts were to be taken for purchase
LAUENTIDE

of rough pulpwood

This gave rise to the following correspondence between
Tdmgton

said respective managers of the appellant and the respond

ent which constitutes the only contract between said

parties now in question herein

Hamilton the respondents manager wrote as follows

GrandMŁre December 20 1920

Gordon McLead Esq
do Van Dyke Land Conpany

56 Palace Hill

Quebec P.Q
Dear sirIt will be irecessary for you to confirm sale of rough pulp

wood sold me verbally when last in Quebec by letter to enable me to pro

tect your price for this wood as at present we are not in the market and

are reducing our purchases as much as possible

Your prompt attention to this will greatly oblige

Yours very truly

Hamilton

Pulpwood Division

and appellant replied as follows
Quebec December 23 1920

Mr Hamilton

Laurentide Company Limited

GrandMŁre Quebec

Dear sirReplying to your letter of the 20th inst and confirming

verbal agreement made with you in Quebec short time ago

We beg to confirm sale of all rough pulpwood now hauled and being

hauled 1920 cut about four thousand cords 4000 cords at price of $20

per cord of 128 cubic feet delivered at your mill in GrandMŁre

We will send you letter from Mr Langlois as promised very shortly

Wishing you the compliments of the season and with all good wishes

for the new year

Yours very truly

VAN Dv Co
MacLeod

Agent

and respondents manager replied
GrandMŁre April 28 1921

Van Dyke Company
58 Palace Hill Quebec P.Q

Attention Mr McLeod

Dear sirsI have made arrangements to permit you to start loading

your pulpwood after the 1st of May at the rate of two carloads per day

As soon as we are able to increase this we will advise you
Yours truly

LAIJEENTIDE Co LTD
Hamilton

Logging Division
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The question raised herein is whether or not the appel-

lant is entitled to recover for more than 4400 cords And VAN DYxE

that must turn upon the meaning to be attached to the

words about four thousand 4000 cords in said letter LAUR4TIDI

of 23rd December 1920 when interpreted in light of all

the surrounding circumstances and especially the evidently

urgent need of accuracy

The learned trial judge Sir Lemieux decided

against the plaintiff now appellant allowing nothing

beyond the price for 4400 cords adding thereby the usual

ten percentage added when contract is made for named

specific quantity and that is accompanied by words such

as about or more or less or such facts and circum

stances as to indicate that such ten per cent of the named

quantity as the parties concerned could be reasonably held

to have had in their mutual view when contracting

The reasons pointed out by respondents letter above

quoted clearly indicate that there was urgent need for

knowing what the respondent could rely upon and beyond

which it would not be expected to go The result shews

the appellants guess was not such as the respondent was

entitled to expect and rely upon and hence is not entitled

to claim further than the learned trial judge has allowed

The appellant was the only one to know The respond

ent knew nothing of appellants situation and facilities for

production

need not dwell further upon the very many details and

requirements upon which the argument for appellant is

founded The necessity of appellants situation created by

itself cannot justify going so far

Contracts such as that in question cannot be interpreted

properly if we disregard the peculiar surrounding facts and

circumstances which led to the use of the term about
Sometimes the circumstances may justify discarding

entirely the word about but not here

agree in the main with the reasoning of the learned

judges in the Court of Kings Bench who concluded that

the appeal from the learned trial judge should be dismissed

The very peculiar circumstances have alluded to which

evoked the contract herein in question are such as to leave
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little room for the application of decisions cited to us and

VAN which were not founded on such peculiar circumstances as

gave rise to what we are concerned with
LAUiENT1DE

co am of the opinion therefore that this appeal should be

dismissed with costs
Duff

DUFF J.The action out of which this appeal arises was

brought by the appellants against the respondents upon an

agreement for the sale and purchase of pulpwood the terms

of which are admittedly stated in letter addressed by the

appellants to the respondents dated the 23rd December

1920 in these words

December 23 1920

Dear sirReplying to your letter of the 20th inst and confirming

verbal agreement made with you in Quebec short time ago

We beg to confirm sale of all rough pulpwood now hauled and being

hauled 1920 cut about four thousand cords 4000 cords at price of 320

per cord of 128 cubic feet delivered at your mill in GrandMŁre

We will send you letter from Mr Langlois as promised very shortly

Wishing you the compliments of the season and with all good wishes

for the new year

Yours very truly

VAN Dvs Co
MaLeod

It is not seriously open to dispute that the appellants

rough pulpwood now hauled and being hauled i920 cut

amounted to approximately 5000 cords The price of

pulpwood having fallen the respondents declined to accept

more than 4400 cords being the quantity indicated by the

figure mentioned 4000 cords with the addition of ten per

cent of that quantity as an allowance for inaccuracy of

estimate as admittedly contemplated by the letter

The appellants contend that the agreement as expressed

is an agreement for the sale and purchase of the whole of

their rough pulpwood answering the description in the

letter and that this designation of the subject matter of

the contract is not qualified by the words of quantity

about four thousand cords On behalf of the respond

ents two alternative constructions are put forward The

first of these is that the quantity mentioned about four

thousand cords is the governing element of the descrip

tion of the subject matter and that the vendor was not

bound to deliver more and the purchaser not bound to
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accept more than that quantity The alternative view 1924

advanced by the respondents as to the effect of the contract VAN ThE

that while the vendor bound himself to sell and deliver

the whole of his rough pulpwood as described the words LAURTIDE

of quantity import contractual representation that the
Duff

pulpwood described would not exceed in quantity 4000
cords or thereabout

do not think myself that there is any difficulty in con

struing the language of the letter The subject matter of

the contract seems to be plainly described and do not

think that the words of quantity introduce any qualifica

tion If they have any effect at all they can think more

naturally be read as indicating the minimum quantity of

rough pulpwood which may be expected to be embraced

by the description At the lowest the effect of the words

appears to be altogether too disputable to treat them as

qualifying the description of the subject matter in the man
ner contended for by the respondents

The majority of the court below have taken another

view and the judgments in this sense appear to rest upon
two principal grounds First it is said that according to

the rule in French law such phrase as that which is here

the subject of controversy imports warranty that the

words of quantity form the governing element in the

description But the citations in support of this view

appear to be far from conclusive and the passage quoted

by Mr Justice Greenshields from MarcadØ par is quite

in accord with the view just indicated As observed by Sir

Montague Smith in delivering the judgment of the Judicial

Committee in McConnell Murphy

It is seldom in mercantile contracts that any technical or artificial

rule of law can be brought to bear upon their construction The question

really is the meaning of language and must be the same everywhere

The courts in England as well as in the United States have

as rule treated such phrases as being words of expectation

and estimate only and not amounting to warranty or to

qualification of the description of the subject matter This

is very plainly brought out in the speeches of the Law Lords

in Tancred Arrol Co The Steel Company of Scotland

LR P.c 203 at 219
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1924 Ltd cited by Mr Justice Greenshields in his judgment
VAN Dn as well as in the judgment of Lindley L.J in McLay

Perry and in the judgment of the Privy Council just

LAtJRENTIDE referred to

Then it is argued that the case comes within the scope

of the rule of the French law by which in cases of am
biguity contract of sale is to be read in the sense least

favourable to the vendor An argument is presented in the

factum of the respondent based upon the omission from

the Code Civil of the province of Quebec of arts 1586

1587 and 1602 of the Code Napoleon that this rule has

not formed part of the law of Quebec since the promulga

tion of the Code Whatever significance may properly be

attached to the omission mentioned for the purposes of this

case it is think sufficient to refer to the judgment of Sir

Montague Smith above mentioned in which these words

are found

in cases of doubt it may be that the interpretation should be

against the vendor but that must be understood of cases of doubt which

cannot be otherwise solved It would follow from these rules that where

stipulation is capable of two meanings equally consistent with the lan

guage employed that shall be taken which is most against the stipulator

and in favour of the other party But their lordships think that this con

tract is not properly capable of two meanings In questions of difficult

interpretation not only two but frequently many constructions may be

suggested and if that true construction can be arrived at with reasonable

certainty although with diiffieulty then it cannot properly be said that

there are two meanings to the contract

In the case before us it is impossible think to say even

admitting ambiguity that the ambiguity is one which can

be solved only by the application of the rather artificial

maxim so invoked Where ambiguity does occur in com
mercial contracts it is rule supported by good sense as

well as by judicial practice to look to the previous dealings

of the parties if there have been such dealings for assist

ance in ascertaining the sense in which the language of the

contract has been employed by them Now it so happens

that contracts admittedly in virtually the same terms that

is to say the same in all pertinent respects had been made

between the same parties in each of the two preceding years

and executed In letter dated the 16th September ad
dressed by the appellants to the respondents it is asserted

15 A.C 125 44 L.T 152
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by the appellants that in each of these years although the

market price had risen above the contract price in the VAN Dvi

meantime the appellants had deljvered to the respond-

ents pulpwood far in excess of the estimated quan- LAImNT1

tities mentioned the excess being in one case over twenty-

five per cent and in the other nearly one hundred per cent

This statement of fact is not disputed in the correspond

ence although it is true that Mr Hamilton in his oral evi

dence while admitting that the market price rose above the

contract price in one of these years denied that this occurred

in both think it may be taken as established that the

construction which both parties placed deliberately in one

at least of the two preceding years upon contract be

tween them not sensibly different in language from that

now in question was the construction now contended for

by the appellants

The appeal should be allowed with costs here and in the

Court of Appeal and the judgment of the trial judge be

set aside and judgment entered for the plaintiff with costs

of the action The precise amount which the appellant

is entitled to recover depends to some extent upon the

amount of his undelivered cut for 1920 and if the parties

cannot agree as to this it should be spoken to on the settle

ment of the minutes

MIGNAULT J.The difficulty here has arisen in connec

tion with the construction and effect of contract whereby

the appellant sold to the respondent

all our rough pulpwood now hauled and being hauled 1920 cut about

four thousand cords 4000 cords at price of 20 per cord of 128 cubic

feet delivered at your mill in GrandMŁre

The contract was verbal but was reduced to writing in

the above terms in letter written by the appellant com

pany to the respondent at the latters request on the 23rd

of December 1920 The price was subsequently reduced

to $15 per cord f.o.b loading point and the appellants

letter to the respondent dated the 28th of January 1921

confirming the reduction referred to the

sale of all our rough pulpwood cut during 1920

This letter was accepted by the respondents representative

Mr Hamilton the latter states in his testimony

The whole question now is whether the sale was of all

the appellants rough pulpwood cut during the 1920 season
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1924 or merely of about 4000 cords of this pulpwood The

VANcDYKE
two courts below placed the latter construction on the con

tract and consequently decided that the respondent having

LAURCENTIDE
taken and paid for 4400 cords had fulfilled its entire obliga

tion under the contract They considered that an addition
Mignault

of 10 per cent to the 4000 cords would give full effect to

the word about The appellant appeals and contends

that under the contract the respondent was obliged to take

the whole of its 1920 cut of rough pulpwood and claims

the sum of $10342.03 as the balance due

There being here merely question of construction do

not think it necessary to look for similar cases in order to

place meaning on the language of the contract The

judgments of the learned judges of the Court of Kings
Bench have moreover almost exhausted the possibility of

further research and they have dealt both with English

and French sources of authority do not think it neces

sary to follow their example and were to do so would

restrict my inquiry to civil law authorities the question

arising under the civil and not under the common law

But with great deference think that the language of the

contract is clear and cannot give rise to any doubt as to its

meaning

What the appellant sold to the respondent was

all our rough pulpwood now hauled and being hauled 1920 cut

And in its letter of January 28 to the respondent it again

refers to the sale of all our rough pulpwood cut during

1920 It is true that in the appellants letter of December

23rd there is an estimate of quantity about 4000 cords

But these are obviously words of estimate and not

description of the thing sold This is not case where

contract is attacked because of an error induced by an

estimate made by one of the parties Both the appellant

and the respondent adhere to the contract and the ques

tion is what did the former sell and the latter buy On

my construction of the appellants letter the sale was of

all its rough pulpwood cut of 1920 then hauled and being

hauled and not of quantity of rough pulpwood estimated

at about 4000 cords

The only remaining question is what amount is due to

the appellant on this contract The total quantity of rough
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pulpwood actually shipped by the appellant to the respond-

ent according to statement filed by the appellant VDYKZ

was after correcting an error in addition 491761 cords

The appellant had on hand 50921 cords and this LATTIIE
was not shipped on account of the respondents refusal

to accept any more Mr Hamilton the respondents

representative in his testimony stated that on the pulp
wood actually shipped to the respondent by the appel

lant in excess of the quantity paid for there would be due

to the appellant at contract prices $2841.11

The state of accounts between the parties according to

exhibit and to Mr Hamiltons statement would be

then as follows

Balance due on rough pulpwood actually

shipped $2841 11

50921 cords in hand at $15 7638 15

$10479 26

It would appear however that out of the pulpwood in

hand certain quantity was made up of pulpwood pur
chased by the appellant from farmers which would not

come within the description of all the pulpwood cut by the

appellant which alone was comprised in the sale it made

to the respondent By the copy of the appellants books

it purchased 302 cords of rough pulpwood from farmers

This wood at $15 per cord would amount to $4530 and

should not be charged to the respondent

Deducting this sum of $4530 from the above amount of

$10479.26 the balance due by the respondent to the appel
lant would be $5949.26 and the appellant must deliver to

the respondent 20721 cords of rough pulpwood of the 1920

cut this figure representing the residue of 50921 cords

after deducting the 302 cords purchased from farmers

would therefore with great respect allow the appeal

with costs throughout and give judgment to the appellant

for $5949.26 with interest from the service of the action

upon the appellant shipping to the respondent 20721 cords

of rough pulpwood of the 1920 cut in accordance with the

terms of the contract

The above figures of the undelivered balance of the pulp

wood after deduction of wood bought from the farmers
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have taken from the appellants books But the

VAN DYKE judgment of the court gives the parties the opportunity

of coming to an agreement as to the balance due on the

LAURNTIOE undelivered pulpwood the matter if they fail to agree to

be spoken to on the settlement of the minutes
Malouin

MALOUIN J.Lappelante poursuit lintimØe pour une

somme de $10342.03 balance de prix dun contrat de vente

de bois de pulpe non ØcorcØ

Le contrat intervenu entre les parties est verbal mais ii

ØtØ confirmØ le 23 dØcembre 1920 dans une lettre adressØe

par lappelante lintimØe dans les termes suivants

We beg to confirm sale of all rough pulpwood now hauled and being

hauled 1920 cut about 4000 cords at price of $20 per cord of 128 cubic

feet delivered at your mill in GrandMŁre

Ce prix fut plus tard rØduit $15 par corde de consente

ment mutuel

Lappelante expØdiØ lintimØ4967.61 cordes et elle

veut encore lui livrer 50921 cordes

LintimØe pretend quen vertu de son contrat elle nest

pas tenue daccepter plus de 4400 cordes et se refuse dac

cepter la difference

La cour supØrieure dØcidØ que lintimØe nØtait pas

tenue daccepter plus de 4000 cordes de bois avec en plus

une marge de 10 pour 100

La cour dappel confirmØ le jugement de premiere in

stance le Juge Greenshields Øtant dissident Cest ce juge

ment qui nous est soumis

Pour decider la question en litige ii faut se demander

quel ØtØlobjet de la vente quelle est la chose que lappe

lante vendue et quelle promis de 1ivrr et que lintimØe

promis daccepter

La rØponse cette question se trouve dans le contrat

mŒme Lappelante vendu toute sa coupe de bois de

pulpe non ØcorcØ de 1920 Je soumets avec toute la dØfØ

rence possible que la coupe de 1920 est lob jet de vente

Les mots 4000 cordes environ qui ont ØtØajoutØs dans le

contrat ne sont là que comme estimation probable du nom
bre de cordes de bois qui se trouvait dans le lot vendu ne

liant en aucune maniŁre la partie qui la faite

Le role ou la fonction du mot environ vane avec les cir

constances Si ce mot est ajoutØ lob jet du contrat ii sa
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valeur et il faut en tenir compte mais siI est ajoutØ une

chose accessoire II est sans importance VAN

Je reproduis ci-dessous un passage de 1American and
LATJRaNTTDT

English Encyclopedia of Law absolument au point que je OJ
us au mot about

Malouin

The Supreme Court of the Ijoited States has laid down three rules

for the construction of the terms about or more or less in execu

tory contracts of sale and the cases set out in the notes will be found in

accord with these rules

First Where the goods are identified by reference to independent

circumstances e.g all the goods deposited in certain warehouse or all

that may be manufactured by the vendor in certain establishment or

to be shipped in certain vessels and the quantity is named with the

qualification of about or more or less or words of like import the

contract applies to the specific goods and the naming of the quantity

is not regarded as in the nature of warranty but only as an estmate of

the probable amount in reference to which good faith is all that is re

quired of the party making it

Second Where no such independent circumstances are referred to

and the engagement is to furnish goods to certain amount the quantity

specified is material and governs the contract The addition of the

qualifying words in such cases only provides against accidental varia

tions arising from slight and unimportant excesses or deficiencies in num
ber measure or weight

Third But the qualifying words may be supplemented by other

stipulations or conditions e.g as much as the seller shall manufacture

or the buyer shall require and they will then govern the contract

Je cite ce passage comme autoritØ de raisop Les rŁgles

qui sont posØes sont raisonnables et peuvent Œtreappli

quØes utilement dans les contrats passes dans la province

de QuØbec comme partout ailleurs Au reste elles sont

conformes aux decisions rendues par le conseil privØ dans

les causes citØes par le juge Greenshields en cour dappel

et celles citØes par le juge Duff dans ses notes prØparØes

dans la prØsente cause Ces rŁgles sont aussi conformes

celles posØes par MarcadØ vol VI en commentant les arti

cles 1585 et 1586 du Code Napoleon cites par le juge

Greenshields en cour dappel

Par ces motifs jinfirmerais le jugement de la cour supØ

rieure et de la cour dappel et je condamnerais la dØfende

resse-intimØe payer la demanderesse la somme de

$2841 11 avec intØrŒt Øtant la balance du prix du bois

livrØ avec en outre le prix $15 la corde du bois non livrØ

de sa coupe de 1920 mais non celui achetØ des fermiers

payable sur livraison de bois avec dØpens des trois cours
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MACLEAN J.This appeal arises out of an action brought

VAN Dyica by the appellant against the respondent under contract

for the purchase and sale of pulpwood the appellant being

LAIJRTUM
producer of pulpwood and the respondent manufac

turer of pulp and paper The material part of the agree
Macleanj

ment is contained in letter dated the 2rd December

1920 written by the appellant and in response to letter

from representative of the respondent asking confirma

tion of an oral agreement previously made respecting the

same subject matter The important part of the letter

reads as follows

We beg to confirm sale of all our rough pulpwood now hauled and

being hauled 1920 cut about four thousand cords 4000 cords at price

of 20 per cord of 128 cubic feet delivered at your mill in GrandMŁre

All the relevant facts are fully set forth in the judgments

given in the court below and need not repeat them here

nor are they seriously in dispute Neither is the good faith

of the parties in the action in question

The question is whether on the true construction of the

contract the respondent is liable to take delivery of the

remainder of the appellants entire cut of rough pulpwood

for 1920 about 5000 cords and the point for our deter

mination is whether under the contract there was sale

of about 5000 cords of pulpwood and whether the quan

tity aboutfour thousand cords are mere words of

estimate the subject matter of the sale being all our rough

pulpwood now hauled and being hauled 1920 cut

am of the opinion that the subject matter of the sale

was all the rough pulpwood cut by the appellant in 1920

The appellant was on the one hand contracting to sell and

the respondent on the other hand contracting to buy the

appellants 1920 cut of rough pulpwood whatever that

might happen to be The estimate of 4000 cords was sub

stantially exceeded but nevertheless the buyer is bound

to take the excess whatever it turns out to be In the

course of previous dealings between the parties in respect

of the same subject matter and under contracts of sub

stantially the same terms the respondent accepted deliver

ies in excess of quantities estimated

The respondent bargained for the 1920 cut of rough pulp

wood and it was that he purchased The words about

4000 cords are Used merely as an estimate In McLay
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Company Perry Company the parties were

dealing with heap of scrap iron in yard The estimate VAN DYB

was much greater than the heap turned out to be but in-

asmuch as it was held that what the parties bargained about LAURENTWE

was the heap the fact that the estimate of what was in

the heap was incorrect was immaterial In cases in which
Madean

the bargaining was about cargo or remainder of

cargo of some commodity followed by estimates of quan
tity it has been held that effect must be given to these

words without reference to the quantity specified Levi

Berk Borrowman Drayton The offer to supply

all the steel required by you for the Forth bridge was

held to be the subject matter of the contract and not to be

affected by words estimating the probable quantity re

quired Tancred Arrol Co The Steel Company of Scot

land This rule of construction is affirmed in McCon
nell Murphy

In all these cases one must look to the particular con

tract and construe it It is perhaps difficult to lay down

general rule but one must apply the ordinary rules of

construction and endeavour to give to the words their

reasonable and ordinary meaning think it is quite clear

that in this case the appellant sold and the respondent pur
chased the 1920 cut of rough pulpwood The language

used and which is quite plain permits only of this mean

ing That was the subject matter of the contract and it

is not to be affected by any estimate of quantity In my
view the correct interpretation of this contract requires the

acceptance of delivery by the respondent of the quantity

of pulpwood tendered by the appellant

would allow the appeal with costs here and in the Court

of Appeal and the judgment of the trial judge should be

set aside and judgment entered for the plaintiff with costs

The amount of the undelivered pulpwood belonging to the

cut of 1920 has not been precisely fixed If the parties can

44 L.T 152 Ex 15

Times L.R 898 at 15 App Cas 125

899

L.R P.C 203 at 219

78857i
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not agree upon this the point may be spoken to on the

VAN Da settlement of the minutes

Appeal allowed with costs

LAVEENTIDE

Co Solicitors for the appellant Roy Langlais Langlais

Maclean Godbout

Solicitors for the respondent St Laurent Gagne Devlin

Taschereau

DAVID DIAMOND PLAINTIFF APPELLANT

Mar25
April

AND

THE WESTERN REALTY COMPANY
AND OTHERS DEFENDANT RESPONDENT

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ONTARIO

JudgmentInterlocutoryRes judicataAppeal-Final judgment
Discretion

An interlocutory judgment which definitely decides question of law and

from which no appeal is taken may be res judicata when the question

is raised between the same parties even in the same action

On appeal to the Appellate Division from decision of judge refusing

to grant an application for payment out of court of the applicant of

over $6000 the appeal court granted the application to the extent of

$800 but refused any order as to the residue until rights of other

parties had been determined

Held Idington dissenting that the judgment of the Appellate Division

was not final judgment as that term is defined in the Supreme

Court Act and was non-appealable on the further ground that it is

discretionary in its nature Supreme Court Act section 37

The judgment appealed against was affirmed as to the question of dam

ages

APPEAL from decision of the Appellate Division of

the Supreme Court of Ontario affirming with variation

the judgment of judge on appeal from referees report

and on an application for payment of money out of court

PRESENT Sir Louis Davies C.J and Idington Duff and Malouin JJ

and Maclean ad hoc


